Using our Tradecraft Tailored to Operations℠ framework, CACI’s intelligence professionals integrate tradecraft, tools, data, technology, and processes to meet our customers’ evolving needs. Our analysts leverage information to enhance situational awareness and help combat threats at home and abroad. Our analytical toolsets and products inform mission planning, anticipate activities, establish ground truth, and empower decision-makers. Our experts deliver intelligence analysis, intelligence operations support, counterintelligence, and other services to help disrupt terrorist networks, protect our forces, and counter asymmetric threats.

Visit us online for more information about all our Expertise and Technology:

www.caci.com
Intelligence Services

Highlights

- Support global intelligence operations
- Enable customers to convert multiple sources of data into knowledge
- Improve mission planning
- Support commanders in the field, policy-makers across government, and specialized requirements
- Help disrupt terrorist activities and combat threats at home and abroad

Benefits

- Enhance event forecasting and empower decisions
- Provide timely and relevant intelligence to inform decision-makers and influence outcomes
- Derive value from the totality of available information sources and disciplines for richer, more reliable intelligence
- Provide a more holistic picture of diverse environments to operational users

All-Source Analysis: CACI delivers the tools, expert analysis, and tradecraft required to provide timely, relevant, and understandable intelligence to inform decision-makers and influence outcomes. Our highly specialized all-source analysts provide intelligence against a range of national and global threats and are experts in all-source research, analysis, reporting, processes, and databases.

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT): Our SIGINT analysis enables the delivery of intelligence in near real-time. CACI leads the way in virtualized signal processing capabilities. We were the first SIGINT mission area to fully transition all near real-time data acquisition and processing to a virtualized environment.

GEOINT: CACI delivers the geospatial analysis necessary to meet the full mission scope of our DoD and IC customers. We provide highly sought after Full Motion Video (FMV) exploitation and training, as well as geo-mapped simulation training. We produce topographic and nautical data used for mission planning. Our unique set of GEOINT capabilities enables tasks from planning military missions to analyzing social trends and forecasting events.

Counterterrorism and Human Intelligence Support: Our analysts provide counterterrorist, analytic, and watchlist support, as well as insider threat discovery. Analysts augment missions by providing terrorist identity analysis, quality control, records enhancement, biometrics analysis, and encounters analysis.

Our intelligence services further include counterintelligence, human intelligence (HUMINT), measurement and signatures intelligence (MASINT), highly specialized language services, and intelligence training.

Over 3,000 professionals provide global intelligence operations support to the CENTCOM Area of Responsibility alone.

CACI’s 22,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing the unique expertise and distinctive technology that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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